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Human Rights Based Approach (HRBA)

• UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights (UNGPs) provide a global standard for 
preventing and addressing the risk of adverse impacts on human rights linked to business activity

• the UN Global Compact that organises some 10 000 participating companies to align strategies 
and operations

• CEO Water Mandate is recognised as the leading high-level initiative. With more than 160 
endorsing companies, the CEO Water Mandate mobilises business leaders to advance water 
stewardship, sanitation, and the SDGs,

• the OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises that provide non-binding recommendations 
that encapsulate principles and standards for responsible business conduct, consistent with 
applicable laws and internationally recognised standards, addressed by governments to 
multinational enterprises. 

• Amfori BSCI guidelines state that it is more important than ever for companies to improve 
visibility over their production – and to drive improvements across their supply chains wherever 
possible

https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Publications/GuidingPrinciplesBusinessHR_EN.pdf
https://www.unglobalcompact.org/
https://ceowatermandate.org/
http://www.oecd.org/daf/inv/mne/48004323.pdf
https://www.amfori.org/sites/default/files/amfori-2020-11-03-amfori-BSCI-Reference-UK.pdf


Largest wine-producing countries in the world 
water and climate related risks

1     Italy – 47.5 mhl (54.8 in 2018, 42.5 in 2017) 
2     France – 42.1 mhl (49.2 in 2018, 36.4 in 2017) 
3     Spain – 33.5 mhl (44.9 in 2018, 32.5 in 2017) 
4     USA – 24.3 mhl (24.8 in 2018, 23.3 in 2017) 
5     Argentina – 13.0 mhl (14.5 in 2018, 11.8 in 2017) 
6     Australia – 12.0 mhl (12.7 in 2018, 13.7 in 2017) 
7     Chile – 11.9 mhl (12.9 in 2018, 9.5 in 2017) 
8     South Africa – 9.7 mhl (9.4 in 2018, 10.8 in 2017) 
9     Germany – 9.0 mhl (10.3 in 2018, 7.5 in 2017) 
10   China – 8.3 mhl (9.3 in 2018, 11.6 in 2017) 

Source: International Organisation of Vine and Wine (OIV) in April 2020
Volumes given in millions of hectolitres

• Lower than average production volume in the 
EU, in Italy, France and Spain notwithstanding 
favourable climatic conditions.

• US forecasts uncertain because of wildfires.

• Drop of production in Chile (-13%) & Argentina 
(-17%), due to unfavourable weather 
conditions.

• South Africa finally back to “normality” after 
several years of drought.

• Australia records a low harvest due to bushfires

Source: International Organisation of Vine and Wine (OIV) in October 2020



Wine regions in scope: Riverina
Basin: Murray-Darling

Water stress
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WINE SECTOR

• Known for bulk wine production. 

• Farmers need (low interest) loans to 
invest in alternative water solutions: 
e.g. a pipeline, water catchment, 
desalination,  rainwater harvesting 

• Grapes is only one of several
agricultural crops, cotton and almonds
is the main water users

• Grape growing is reliant on irrigation 

WATER SITUATION

• MDB: high ecological values

• Agricultural production high

• Closing basins, rivers losing perennial 
flows

• Droughts for consecutive years

• Very arid, and subject to climate
change, esp. drought issues, and 
forest/bush fires

WATER GOVERNANCE

• Advanced water market, but not 
perfect. Allocations based on more 
effluent water flows.

• State government grants entitlements 
overallocated and tradable causing 
speculation

• Attention to irrigation plans and 
climate change issues has increased, 
but not prioritized politically

• Inclusivity by first nations (aboriginal 
peoples) in policy but not in practice

SOCIAL & ECONOMIC 

SITUATION

• Link health of river and health of 
people: hospitalization increase with 
algal bloom/drought

• Trading creates price shocks affecting 
low-income farmers negatively

• Water plans not adaptable to recent 
droughts reducing overall amount of 
water

Main findings: Riverina, Australia



Wine regions in scope: Albacete
Regions: Castilla-La Mancha
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WINE SECTOR

• The representatives that were 
interviewed, had not been 
approached regarding the issues 
of water and human rights 
before.

• Quality is said to be preferred 
over quantity. The grapes are 
therefore slower, but drought 
resistant.

WATER SITUATION

• Jucar River Basin.

• The water quality: high levels of 
nitrates because of irrigation in 
the middle and lower parts.

• The water quantity: 
overexploitation is a big issue.

WATER GOVERNANCE

• Clear multi-level water 
government from EU to regional 
(river basin) level

• High recognition of spatial and 
temporal data through 
geographical information systems 
are available for gov, and user

• Nothing was found to indicate 
large issues with the water 
governance.

SOCIAL & ECONOMIC 

SITUATION

• Seasonal workers are very 
prominent in the region, due to 
agriculture, viticulture and 
horticulture. Harsh living 
conditions can be linked to 
seasonal workers, which have 
worsened through Covid-19.

• The issue of migrant workers is 
sensitive for many stakeholders to 
discuss.

Main findings: Albacete, Spain



Wine regions in scope: : Maule
Region: Central Valley
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WINE SECTOR

• Big knowledge gap on the 
topic of water quality.

• The vines are drought 
resistant, not relying on 
irrigation

WATER SITUATION

• The quality of water differs 
alot.

• There are big changes in 
quantity of water.

• Climate change: less rain, 
more flashfloods and 
drought.

WATER GOVERNANCE

• Water is a privatized good.

• The administration is highly 
fragmented.

• The water governance is 
highly centralized.

SOCIAL & ECONOMIC 

SITUATION

• COVID-19 regulations make 
the hiring of seasonal workers 
more expensive, resulting in 
that some businesses decide 
not to.

• COVID-19 also affects the 
reduction in sales and tourists 
visiting the vineyards

Main findinds: Maule, Chile



Wine regions

Wine regions in scope: Western Cape
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WINE SECTOR

• Most wine production takes 
place in the province of 
Western Cape, which has 
been hit by a consecutive 
drought

• Increased labour migration to 
the Western Cape’s fruit and 
wine farms employing total 
300 000 people directly or 
indirectly

WATER SITUATION

• 14.1 million people lack 
access to decent sanitation

• Only 56% of wastewater 
treatment plants function

• Supply and demand gap 
projected to 17 percent by 
2030

WATER GOVERNANCE

• Lack of integration gov. 
institutions and non-formal 
institutions

• Implementation issues due 
to lack of finances and 
political interruption

• “Day zero” crisis put water 
governance high on the 
political agenda

SOCIAL & ECONOMIC 

SITUATION

• Ongoing struggles over land in 
South Africa’s wine areas 
caused by the apartheid 
legacy

• Housing and communities' 
infrastructure can be weak 

• Youth and women especially 
vulnerable

Main findings: Western Cape, South Africa



SOUTH AFRICA

• Sustainability Initiative of 
South Africa (Siza) cover 
water use and some 
wastewater treatment, 
but not water quality

• Water management plan 
as a minor requirement

• Cover WASH in the 
workplace, but not in 
terms of housing. 

AUSTRALIA

• Australian Wine Industry 
Standard of Sustainable 
Practice Viticulture 
verifies industry best 
practice

• On farm criteria only, and 
does not move beyond 
the fence

SPAIN

• Wineries for Climate 
Protection certification 
(WfCP), mainly 
regarding conservation 
of water and energy

• Not very elaborate in 
comparison

CHILE

• Vinos de Chile has 
developed a tailored 
standard (Codigo Nacional 
de Sustentibilidad de la 
Industria Vitivinicola)

• Covers 10 water criteria, 
nine of which are deal-
breakers

• Can move beyond the 
fence

Tool analysis



Reflections
• Be more active in connecting water and human rights to actively come to grip 

with issues that the industry and those affected by it is facing, especially in the 

light of climate crisis. 

• Work in partnership and collaborate with local producers to build the capacity 

and skills needed in the specific regional context. 

• Offer resources to help adjusting to the new normal of challenges.

• Develop a toolbox for tools that fulfil obligations in accordance Nordic aims and 

objectives. 

• Mapping of the potential tools to develop concertedly with the industry.



Reflections cont.

• Add a dop disclaimer and commitment to water as primarily used for human 

consumption and development, whilst securing environmental flows, in company 

policy. Breaches should be able to be included in the whistle-blower function.

• The practitioners in the private sector to be more engaged in the process, as they 

influence a lot of the water governance around the world. 

• Collective action that promote learning and friendly competition in biodiversity, 

water stewardship and social engagement within the Nordic supply chain and 

serve as an example.



Point of contact:

Elin Weyler
elin.weyler@siwi.org

+46 8 121 360 54

mailto:elin.weyler@siwi.org


Purpose

Interconnectivity of water and human rights in the alcohol beverage 
industry, notably wine production, and surrounding communities

Insight on potential solutions and outline possible actions for Alko and 
Nordic buyers on suggestions for sustainable operational actions



Methodology
Maplecroft data has been used to determine the countries and region selection. This will be done in dialogue with ALKO and 
Nordic network. 

Desktop study relys on secondary sources primarily, focusing on available UN agencies statistics, published reports, and 
current published research.

Primarily used the SIWI definitions of water governance according to the suggested framework by Jimenez et. al. 2020, and as 
available in secondary sources.

Critical CSO reports and media reports of the industry were reviewed in order to find hot-spot areas in each region for the 
qualitative analysis.

Interviews scheduled with key informants (national/local CSOs and wine producers’ associations). Conversations held in an 
open dialogue format that allow conversations to unfold following a semi-structured interview template.

Mapping of available tools will be based on data input in the ITC standards map, combined with the SIWI led analysis of the 
Water Food journey (2016), and updates of industry specific tools. (optional depending on time availability).

https://www.mdpi.com/2073-4441/12/3/827


Limitations
The overview report will be limited to current water related impact risks. Climate scenarios 
will not be included, other than identified as a driver for exacerbation of risk generally.

Specific identification of agrochemical substances, appliance in viticulture will not be 
included, other than if deemed a centric human rights risk in a certain region. 

Supplier vetting is not part of the overview study, the focus will be on regional approaches 
and national/local/regional water governance.

Desk-top studies will depend on availability and quality of secondary data. In cases where 
localised information is sparse general information on national/regional level will be used.

Country/region selection may have impact on the availability of sources. If deviations are 
expected from the project plan this will be discussed with the point of contact.


